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proceeding. Kohler Niedecken problems. Thread starter Superjfly Start date Jan 29, Help
Support Plumbing Forums:. Superjfly New Member. Joined Jan 29, Messages 4 Reaction score
1 Location ,. Hi everyone. First post here so be gentle. I tried searching Niedecken and came
back empty. Here we go The threads on the spindle to yoke stripped so I had to replace the
parts. I brought it home and everything went in correctly, but now I can't get anything above
warm water to come out. I have taken it apart several times, trying different positions on where
to start the yoke. Swapped the left and right plungers. Taken everything out and turned the hot
water on only, to flush it and it was shooting out of the wall very hot. I have also backed that
adjustment screw out as far as I could without it leaking, with no change. I have replaced the
seats about 3 years ago when one was leaking. There were no shut-offs on the lines, so I
installed those Sharkbite. The showers are tolerable, but the baths for the kids are a no-go. It is
not even close to warm. Any help would be appreciated. Thanks, Neil. Supporting Member.
Joined Sep 28, Messages 8, Reaction score 2, Location right here right now, over there later on.
Last edited: Jan 29, That is and OLD mixing valve. I don't think there is anything balanced about
those valves. Just an old school mixer. The ones I recall maybe a little different. Was a little
different from the ones I repaired rebuild a Kohler Niedecken video. Thanks for the video. I
actually used that video when I was re-installing the first time. The only thing I can think of is
around the mark, he shows how the seats and plungers work. Maybe I should replace the seats
just to make sure it isn't that. Then maybe the plungers. I already have the adjustment screw all
the way back, it helped slightly. Right now the tub temp is about 90 degrees and the shower is
degrees. The shower is tolerable but the kids can't take a bath without me adding hot water
from the sink. Not fun. The thing I don't understand is how the temps were fine before I took the
thing out to get repaired. I watched the video at Make sure you have the cold plunger on the
cold side and hot on hot. Not sure if they are interchangeable. If you start to open the valve you
should just get cold. Yes I tried that already. Switched them for the heck of it, and it was cold
the whole time. I called Kohler Customer Service and they said the plungers should really be
replaced when replacing the yoke. I ordered new plungers and seats to try. There is a another
but different type of valve I used to work on a lot. It had a cam type stem. When you turned it to
hot it tilted a pin that opened the valve. Lots of small parts. It is working! A miracle really. I
replaced both plungers first. That did nothing. When the new seats came within a repair kit, it
also came with procedures. Although I did replace the seats they didn't look damaged at all , I
think the devil was in the details of the procedures. Particularly how to re-install the valve cover
on the body. I couldn't find these directions anywhere on the internet so I am going to post them
here and hope someone else finds a use for them someday. I believe Step 16 is key. I was
starting the yoke in all different positions to try and make it work correctly. I bet I had that thing
apart a dozen times before this. It is either that or the new seats really made a difference, I am
thinking not. Thank you all for your suggestions and taking the time to listen to me complain.
Off to a very HOT shower. Last edited: Feb 12, Thanks for the update. Always glad to hear from
those who got it resolved. Joined Mar 26, Messages 1 Reaction score 0 Location ,. I had the
same problem. Printed the page of instructions, followed carefully esp. Step 16 , and got both
cold and hot water! I was being told by the folks who rebuilt the valve for me that the problem
had to be debris clogging my hot water line and I would have to have the plumbing replaced.
You must log in or register to reply here. Latest posts D. Barcode inventory app. Latest: Dovid
Elliot Gross 34 minutes ago. Plumbing Products. Drain and Sewer Cleaning. Showers and Tubs.
General Plumbing Help. Welcome to Plbg. Questions and discussions about toilets, sinks,
faucets, drainage, venting, water heating, showers, pumps, water quality, and other exclusively
PLUMBING related issues. Please refrain from asking where to purchase a product, or business,
pricing, or legal questions, or for contractor referrals, or any questions not related to plumbing.
Keep all posts positive and absolutely no advertising. Our site is completely free, without ads or
pop-ups. We do not sell your information. We are made possible by:. Problem: Leaks and
requires "heavey" force on handle to stop dripping faucet. Action so far:I have taken it apart in
hopes of seeing the seals, to clean or replace, but was stopped at a point where I cannot
remove what I think they refer to as a "yoke". The yoke appears loose by design I think , but
with substancial force I was not able to pull it out and I don't want to pull so hard that I break it.
How should I proceed? Thanks in advance for any help. Kohler, had several different Niedecken
mixing valves, besides the concealled and exposed units. A picture of your valve might assist

us in determining which one you. The Niedecken Series is complicated with several moving
parts. Soaking old assemblies in white vinegar may remove mineral buildup, but it will also
expose worn brass that allow tolerances. Best Wishes. John here in Milwaukee there is a great
hardware store that has the Niedecken mounted on a display board so you can see what all the
parts are supposed to look like. Maybe there's somebody near you with a similar setup. I used
to manage a building with 60 of these valves and I didn't maintain them myself, but we had them
in all kinds of conditions. Between the maintenance guy and the plumber I think we managed to
get all the problems solved through rebuilding rather than replacement and tile repair. Bottom
line is either replace the valve or pony up for the somewhat expensive rebuild kit. Do you have
the parts diagram? If you google "kohler niedecken diagram" it should be one of the first few
hits. This is in my mom's house 45 min away and I'll be headed there tomorrow. The valve is
hard plumbed in the wall, so soaking is not an option at this point. I found a Kohler parts
breakdown and the model appears to be one of: K; K; K; K I could send this parts breakdown
picture but even with the instructions to show how to provide an image in this post, I do not
know how to do that, so sorry. Okay friends, here is an attempt to get this parts breakdown
image through to you, from my previous post. If it is just dripping and the handle doesn't go
around and around or bind up, then new washers , a special washer will probably get you in and
out and operational. The washers are on plungers that slide off the yoke and the yoke unscrews
off the bottom of the stem if all is well. No need to remove the stem from the cover, which
requires a special tool and new packing washer at least. The "pistons" must be stuck, because
they should just pull out of the seats after you remove the bolts holding the cap on. Be sure you
orient the pistons on the proper sides when you reassemble it or the hot and cold will be
reversed. I applied additional force and they popped rigt out. From that point it was just a matter
of replacing the two flat washers and seat cleanup. Thanks to all for your help "Case closed".
Most likely the problem is corrosion. The best way to remove a stuck plunger is not with brute
force. Instead, either squirt white vinegar or press a rag wet with vinegar to where the plunger is
stuck in the seat. You can tap lightly but the main thing is to let the vinegar dissolve the
corrosion. Pulling too hard without loosening it can damage the yolk by slightly bending it out
of alignment, making it impossible to reinstall. Search for plumbing parts on our sponsor's site:.
Special thanks to our sponsor:. Over , strictly plumbing related posts. How to Show Images.
Post Reply. Best Wishes Post Reply. Thanks Post Reply. John Post Reply. Thanks to all for your
help "Case closed" Post Reply. Please note: Inappropriate messages or blatant advertising will
be deleted. We cannot be held responsible for bad or inadequate advice. Please follow external
links with caution. We are exclusively for plumbing questions. Over , strictly plumbing related
posts Welcome to Plbg. Newest Subjects. Log in or Sign up. Joined: Dec 8, Location: Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan. The mixing valve in my old shower was working well but now only delivers
cold water. Looking inside, there are two valve ports for hot and cold with a heavy spring on top
of each and a bronze yoke spanning across them both. There is a screw in the middle of each
spring fastening the valves to the yoke. The yoke moves in and out with the turning of the
mixing handle. The screw on the right hot , seems to be stripped because it turns around and
around without coming out. I assume this is why it no longer delivers hot water. I can't start
getting violent with getting it apart until I know how it is going to be fixed, because once it is
apart and can't be shut off, I won't be able to use the tub either since both are on the same
supply lines. I really, really do not want to rip open the wall to put in a whole new unit because
the whole room is done in irreplaceable black glass. I do not understand exactly how this valve
works. Can anyone explain it to me? Can anyone identify it from the pictures? Are there any
diagrams or parts available? About how old is it? I do not know the actual date of the bathroom
remodeling but assume it was in the 40's. Last edited by a moderator: Mar 30, Joined: Nov 27,
Location: Montreal, Canada. What's on the other side of that wall? Usually shower fixtures are
removed from the drywall behind it, it's uncommon to destroy the tilework. Joined: Apr 4,
Location: North Carolina. It looks a lot like a Kohler Niedecken shower valve, but not exactly.
Last edited: Apr 22, Smooky , Dec 8, Terry likes this. The tub is located on the other side of the
shower wall. It is totally tiled with glass panels. The wall is plaster, not drywall. Piping is not
accessible from either side without major destruction. Whoever installed it must have been
planning for it to last for ever. So you have a tub on one side and a shower on the other, both
sandwiching a tiled wall with fixtures in the middle? They weren't planning it to last forever.
They did it because it was the only way. Should you ever destroy the "glass panels" tilework, I
recommend you replace it with a light weight earthy ceramic tile. They are light and made with
red clay, easy to break. And probably unsanded grout. I've never smashed apart epoxy yet to
know if it's difficult. Here is a great diagram of two Kohler Niedecken valves. Yours is very
similar to the top valve. Last edited: Sep 24, Smooky , Dec 9, Thank you so much Smooky,
you've nailed it. However, I still have a problem. Apparently the yoke and plunger assembly is

supposed to slide right out once the cover plate is removed. Unfortunately mine seems to be
stuck tight and won't budge. Am I missing something else or should I just continue to try to
force it loose? It could be jammed with rust particles from the old iron piping that used to be in
the house before everything was replaced with copper. The diagram you sent does seem to be
the right valve except maybe just a little newer. A minor difference I noticed is that my dial plate
is flat and has two screws to hold it in place and the diagram model has a cone shape in the
middle instead. The design looks like a Kohler Niedecken valve and the clockwise rotation is a
Kohler feature, although I have not seen one labeled "Shut cold to hot". In addition other
companies did use a similar mechanism, such as American Standard. Here is a Speakman
Mixometer that is of similar design. Last edited: Mar 20, Smooky , Dec 12, Did you screw the
stem into the yoke and try to wiggle it out? Smooky , Dec 14, You might be able to remove the
yoke and pull one at a time. In case anyone is curious enough to wonder what eventually
happened, I did get it apart. With all the help from Smookey, I understood how it was made and
felt confident in applying a great amount of pressure to pull it apart. It finally broke loose and
the yoke and valve cylinders slid out. What I found inside was a lump of hard rubber from an old
valve stem somewhere else in the piping system not related to the shower. It had gotten stuck
in my shower valve and had to be broken before the valve would slide out. Once it was cleared
out, everything worked fine and no further repairs were needed. That valve is really heavy duty
and beautifully made. Thank you everyone for your interest and help! Reach4 likes this. Thanks
for the update. I once found a small plastic ball on the incoming pipe to the cold on a shower
valve. It wreaked havic with the water flow. Last edited: Mar 30, Terry , Mar 18, This Niedecken
mixer you have would date between going by the faceplate design. I say the last Niedecken was
produced in or ClassicTVMan , Apr 20, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Similar Threads: Kohler Niedecken. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email
address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is:
Forgot your password? Kohler Niedecken shower valve parts? Too long to fill Kohler Archer
tub. Kohler KAF tub drain needs stopper. Kohler deck mount handshower. Filter products by:.
Turn off water supply. Open valve to relieve pressure and to drain faucet. Turn handle to full
open position. Turn out handle screw, pull off handle, and pull off sleeve. Turn out both
escutcheon screws and remove escutcheon. Turn out packing nut from cover. Carefully remove
stem packing. Replace with new packing with taper facing toward packing nut. Reinstall packing
nut and tighten. Turn out four cover screws and pull out cover sub-assembly In order to
remove, cover may have to be rocked side-to-side at the same time while pulling on cover. Note
position of regulating screw on top or bottom for reassembling later. Cover gasket may remain
on mixer body, in recess of cover, or be partially bonded to both and tear apart when cover is
removed. Remove entire gasket and discard. New gasket will be installed later. Gasket NOTE:
One plunger has four slots which extend through its bottom, the other has a full diameter at its
bottom. Note their position for reassembly of new yoke and plunger assembly. Turn off yoke
and plunger assembly from valve stem. Before discarding old assembly, compare new yoke and
plunger with the old. Be sure that the relation of hot and cold plungers to the lug on the yoke is
the same. Partially turn new yoke and plunger assembly onto valve stem threads in cover
sub-assembly. Position cover with regulating screw in same position as it was removed in step
5 above. Position yoke and plunger assembly with lug on yoke in down position for bath faucets
and bath shower faucets or up for shower only faucets. Plungers must be in the same position
as they were removed in step 5. NOTE: If plungers are not in same position, slide plungers
outward to disengage from yoke, reverse plungers and reinstall by sliding back into slots in
yoke. Place new cover gasket into recess in cover Lightly lubricate both plungers to aid
entrance into seats. Note: If valve seats are rough or damaged, replace using repair kit GP or
individual seats RP Reinstall cover sub-assembly , with yoke and plunger assembly, into mixer
body. Plungers must enter seats first. Since yoke and plunger assembly is only partially turned
onto valve stem, plungers can be guided into seats before cover sub-assembly nears mixer
body. Push cover sub-assembly inward until seat washers bottom on seats. Place handle on
stem and turn stem clockwise, while pushing on cover, to bring cover up tight against mixer
body. Turn stem to full open position, insert four cover screws and tighten. Remove handle.
Reinstall sleeve. Reinstall escutcheon. Align holes in escutcheon with threaded holes in cover,
insert escutcheon screws and tighten. Reinstall handle, but do not secure. Turn handle
counterclockwise until valve is in off position. Reassemble handle so that it indicates the "OFF"
position on escutcheon. Secure with handle screw. Turn on water supply. Kohler Niedecken
Yoke Assembly. Kohler Niedecken Cartridge Assembly Video. All Rights Reserved. Welcome to
Plbg. Questions and discussions about toilets, sinks, faucets, drainage, venting, water heating,
showers, pumps, water quality, and other exclusively PLUMBING related issues. Please refrain
from asking where to purchase a product, or business, pricing, or legal questions, or for

contractor referrals, or any questions not related to plumbing. Keep all posts positive and
absolutely no advertising. Our site is completely free, without ads or pop-ups. We do not sell
your information. We are made possible by:. Shower valve dripping no matter how hard I turn it
off. I installed Kohler kit Yoke and plunger assembly, washers, gasket, etc. What should I try
now? I see there is a kit for the "Built-in" neidecken which appears to have replacement seats.
Would this be the solution? I would replace the seats also. If you rebuilt the rest ,you should be
able to replace the seats. You can most likely" get a one size fits all" seat removal tool from one
of the big box stores. Depending on how bad the seats are ,you might be able to dress them up
with a file or seat dressing tool ,which I doubt you have the tool. Edited 1 times. I haave never
had to replace the seats on one of those valves, but it could be necessary if it had been leaking
for a long time before it was repaired. Finally, it reached the point that no matter how hard it
wouldn't stop dripping or I was too weak. Possibly all that pressure from me damaged one of
the seats. I'll try changing them. I don't think I could change the whole valve without ripping up
the tile. The whole large shower with heads on two sides and a separate large spa all use the tile
which is no longer available. A really large project! I'd rather live with the drip unless water
rationing comes back to our area. Then just mild pressure to shut it off complete, works great
for a year then do again. Koehler sends me the washers free and I keep a set on hand. Hope to
close the distance between the linkage. Often simply removing the old thin flat Scald limit stop
works. Simply put, every time you pushed harder you bent the cap top out of the body farther.
Where the cap bent defect exists. THis is some kind of "Mickey Mouse" adjustment that has
absolutely no bearing for an "old" Niedecken valve. Thanks, hj and LemonPlumber. I have a
labeled diagram of the whole niedecken valve assembly and I find none of the bits
LemonPlumber mentioned in his suggestion except the"body". He must have been talking of
some other valve. I've ordered replacement
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seats, so I'll try that next. Where is the torque of this valve control created? Mickey mouse has
several hundred engineers working for him too! Older brass requires plumbers who know not
what to replace. The cap as the posted. Lemon loves fixed. Or, does it mean I would need to
change out the whole thing, housing and all? Search for plumbing parts on our sponsor's site:.
Special thanks to our sponsor:. Over , strictly plumbing related posts. How to Show Images.
Kohler niedecken shower valve dripping after kit installation? Post Reply. Re: Kohler niedecken
shower valve dripping after kit installation? Koehler sends me the washers free and I keep a set
on hand Post Reply. Surprising given its age. Please note: Inappropriate messages or blatant
advertising will be deleted. We cannot be held responsible for bad or inadequate advice. Please
follow external links with caution. We are exclusively for plumbing questions. Over , strictly
plumbing related posts Welcome to Plbg. Newest Subjects.

